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Abstract: 

The leakage power dissipation has become each of the foremost dominant factors in total power consumption and nonetheless a 

challenge for the VLSI designers because it doubles every 2 years in keep ing with Moore’s law, leakage power consumption might 

dominate total power consumption. As leakage current goes to be a limiting issue for consecutive thinning out of transistors. Owin g to  

the smaller feature sizes in nm technologies, shorter channel lengths cause sub threshold current to extend once the semicond uctor 

device is within the off state. The lower sub threshold voltage offers rise to magnified sub threshold current furthermore, a s a result of 

transistors cannot be converted fully. In order to reduce the leakage current we apply the FINFET technology wit h MTCMOS 

technique. During this paper, we tend to propose a brand new leakage reduction technique, named “ Dual sleep techniques”, which 

might be applied to general logic circu its furthermore as memory... 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The VLSI style system has magnified the potency of our 

technological equipments by amending the assorted parameters 

like reduction in power offer voltage by applying Method of 

scaling in fabrication process of CMOS style. These parameters 

have reduced the facility dissipation however couldn't overcome 

the issues associated with leakage current Double Gate FINFET 

has 2 electrically freelance gates, which supplies circuit designer 

a lot of flexib ility in design low-power and economical gates. 

Double Gate Field result Transistors are indicated as alternatives 

to scale back the Short Channel Effects (SCE) of scaled devices 

thanks to their higher static management of channel charges [7]. 

In chemical element n-channel field-effect transistors (n-FETs) 

silicon-carbon (Si: C) source/drain (S/D) stressors could also be 

adopted for enticing the negatron quality and drive current 

[8].These values are extensively over the doping extracted by 

electrical categorization, signifying doping loss in fins and/or 

partial activation [9]. Doped-channel FINFETs are applicable for 

system-on-chip applications need varied threshold voltages on 

constant die. For Associate in nursing uncommon device 

structure for exchange the power tool CMOS device structure, 

FINFET technology is one of the foremost skilfu l candidates and 

gate delay. To scale back the delay in circuit lower threshold 

voltage may be applied whereas at identical time escape current 

may be reduced by CMOS logic. The employment of a multi-

threshold CMOS circuit, known as an influence gating structure 

wide use altogether the transportable devices. Power gating 

technique makes use of high threshold and low es cape devices 

like Dual sleep techniques. The blocks may be close up by the 

hardware or package. Power reduction operations may be 

optimized by the motive force package. An alternate for this 

could be an influence management controller. The facility gating 

may be to attain escape power reduction for long run by 

connecting an external power offer. An outwardly switched 

power offer may be a terribly basic style of power gating to 

realize long run escape power reduction. Power gating is far 

additional appropriate for closing the blocks for a brief span. We 

tend to propose to resolve this drawback with coupled electrical 

converter supported twin management gate floating 

semiconductor device idea. The scaling of the device is 

grappling several challenges because of diluting geometries, 

lower offer voltage, and higher frequencies, all having a negative 

have an effect on device. The FinFET transistors are accustomed 

scale back short channel effect downside in MOS devices. 

FinFET transistors are successfully commutation CMOS 

transistors on the far side nanometer technology node [3]. 

FinFET could be a double gate device within which second gate 

is supplementary opposite to the primary gate, has  long been 

distinguished for its higher management on short channel 

impact. In this paper we apply the power gating technology and 

FINFET method to Schmitt trigger circuit in order to reduce the 

leakage power in the circuit. we have described about the 

technologies we have used and on which circuit we have applied 

and draw backs of existing system and why we are moving 

towards the Dual sleep technique was shown. 

 

II. LEAKAGE MINIMIZATION TECHNIQUES  

APPLIED: 

 

In this paper we apply FINFET technology as a process level for 

leakage min imization and Power Gat ing as circuit level method   

 

2.1 Double Gate FINFET: 

 

Double Gate FINFET has 2 electrically freelance gates, which 

supplies circuit designer a lot of fle xib ility in design low-power 

and economical gates. Double Gate Field result Transistors are 

indicated as alternatives to scale back the Short Channel Effects 

(SCE) of scaled devices thanks to their higher static management 
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of channel charges [7]. In chemical element n-channel field-

effect transistors (n-FETs) silicon-carbon (Si: C) source/drain 

(S/D) stressors could also be adopted for enticing the negatron 

quality and drive current [8].These values are extensively over 

the doping extracted by electrical categorization, signifying 

doping loss in fins and/or partial activation [9]. Doped-channel 

FINFETs are applicable for system-on-chip applications need 

varied threshold voltages on constant die.  

 

2.2 Sleep Transistor techniques (ST) 

 

Sleep transistors of high threshold voltages are used in the Sleep 

technique. A sleep PMOS transistor is placed between the supply 

voltage, VDD and the pull-up network and a sleep NMOS 

transistor is placed between the pull down network and the 

ground, GND. These sleep transistors are turned ON when the 

circuit is in active state and turned OFF when the circuit is in 

sleep state. This technique reduces the sub threshold leakage 

current by cutting off the logic circuitry from the power supply 

voltage and ground in the sleep state. These sleep transistors are 

driven by sleep signals. Using this technique the present state of 

the circuit is lost and thus results in destruction of the present 

logic state 

 

2.3 Schmitt Trigger: 

 

Schmitt triggers is a bi-stable networks that square measure wide 

used to enhance the immunity of a circuit to noise and 

disturbances. It’s smart as a noise rejecter. Schmitt trigger make 

use of waves, so it's wide used for changing analog signals into 

digital ones and to reshape sloppy, or distorted rectangular 

pulses. Physical phenomenon of the trigger eliminates noise 

creating a cleaner and additional reliab le signal. The output of a 

Schmitt trigger changes state once a positive going input passes 

the higher trigger purpose (UTP) voltage and when negative 

going input passes the lower trigger purpose voltage. The 

standard Schmitt trigger has fastened hysteresis dimension 

 

 
Figure 1: Schmitt Trigger Circuit design 

 

2.4 Schmitt Trigger Circuit design using FINFET and 

MTCMOS technology 

 

Double gate FINFET technique is applied on Schmitt Trigger 

Circuit. Here self-determin ing management of front and back 

gate in decigram FINFET will be exped itiously wont to develop 

performance and scale back power consumption. In non-critical 

ways self-determining gate management will be wont to be a 

part of long parallel t ransistors . A parallel semiconductor device 

try consists of 2 transistors with their supply and drain terminals 

tied along. The second gate is side opposite to the standard gate 

in Double-Gate (DG) FINFETS, that has been certain for h is or 

her prospective to superior management short channel effects, 

additionally on management discharge current. The operations of 

FINFET is recognized as short gate (SG) mode with 

semiconductor device gates connected along, the freelance gate 

(IG) mode wherever self-determin ing digital signals are wont to 

drive the 2 device gates, the low power and optimum power 

mode wherever the rear gate is connected to a reverse-bias 

voltage to cut back discharge power and therefore the hybrid 

mode, that employs a arrangement of low power and self-

determining gate modes. In thanks to its base material the 

uninterrupted down in scaling of bulk CMOS creates key 

problems. The crucial obstacles to the scaling of bulk CMOS to 

45nm gate lengths embody short channel effects, optimum 

current, gate-dielectric d ischarge, and device to device 

variations. However FINFET based mostly styles offers the 

superior management over short channel effects, low discharge 

and higher yield [13] in 45nm helps to beat the obstacles in 

scaling the schematic of decigram FINFET applied on Schmitt 

Trigger is shown in figure 2. 

 

 
Figure .2.FinFet Schmitt Trigger Based MTCMOS 

Technique 

Digital CMOS circuit may have three major sources of power 

dissipation namely dynamic, short and leakage power. Hence the 

total power consumed by every style can be evaluated using the 
equation 3. 

Ptot= P dyn + Psc + P leak 

    = CLVddVfcJk + ISeVdd + I leakVdd                            ... (3) 

Thus for low-power design the important task is to min imize CL 

V dd V f elk while retaining required functionality. The first 

term P dyn represents the switching component of power, the 

next component Psc is the short circuit power and Pleak is the 

leakage power. Where, CL is the loading capacitance, fClk is the 

clock frequency which is actually the probability of logic 0 to 1 

transition occurs (the activity factor). V dd is the supply voltage, 

V is the output voltage swing which is equal to V dd; but, in 
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some logic circuits the voltage swing on some internal nodes 

may be slightly less [14]. The current Ise within the second term 

is owing to the direct path contact current that arises once each 

the NMOS and PMOS transistors square measure at the same 

time active, conducting current directly from offer to ground. 

Finally, discharge vdd current Idd leak, which may arise from 

substrate injection and sub-threshold effects, is primarily 

determined by fabrication technology issues. Sleep Transistor 

method has draw backs of Sleep to active problems which 

consumes more power when it converts so we apply body bias 

technique to the sleep transistor in order to solve the problem. 

 

III. PROPOS ED METHOD: 

 

Dual Sleep Method 

 

Dual sleep Technique [8] is(Fig :3) uses the advantage of using 

the two extra pull-up & pull-down transistors in sleep mode  

either in OFF/ON state. To all logic circuitry the dual sleep 

portion is designed as common. For a certain logic circu it less 

number of transistors are enough to apply 

 
Figure. 3. Structure of Dual Sleep technique 

 

IV.RES ULTS AND ANALYS IS  

The circuit designed and simulated victimizat ion S-Edit Tanner 

tools and Done T-Spice simulation In the below graphs we 

shown the simulation results of the circuit which are designed at 

0.9v level for Schmitt Circuit, Schmitt trigger with sleep 
technique and Schmitt trigger with Dual sleep technique 

Tabulation: 

In the below table we have simulated the three circuits at  supply 

voltages i.e at  0.9v. We show the comparison result of power 
consumptions for each circuit   

Circuit  Power Consumption 

Finfet schmitt trigger 1.8575e^-007 

Finfet mtcmos 8.92987e^-008 

 

Finfet using Dual Sleep 1.852588^e-009 

Wave forms of leakage current using dual sleep method:  

0.6v:  

 
0.7V:  

 
0.8V: 

 
0.9V: 
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V.CONCLUS ION 

 

 In this paper we tend to show a review over a voltage Dual sleep 

techniques that reduces the leakage power consumption of the 

circuit. We tend to plan a literature read over all the facility 

gating techniques that scale back additional power and that we 

planned a brand new technique that reduces the leakage power of 

the circuit. 
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